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The author examines the state's role in ensuring
freedom of speech. Because what is at stake is
less the expressive interest ofthe speakers than
the interest of the citizenry hearing debate on
issues of public concern, the state, primarily
through the judiciary, shouldact to ensure equal
access to the debate. In the controversial areas
of hate speech, pornography and campaign
finance, the state should serve as a parliamen-
tarian, using its power to guard against the
silencing of less powerful voices. A too rigid
adherence to the requirement that regulation of
speech be content-neutral wouldseriously impair
the state's capacity to serve in this way as a
friend offreedom.
L'auteur examine Ie role de l'Etat dans la
garantie de Iiberte d'expression. Comme
I'interet expressif des intervenants importe
moins que I'interet des citoyens aentendre
Ie~ debats sur les preoccupations publiques,
I'Etat - essentiellement au moyen du
pouvoir judiciaire - devrait assurer Ie meme
acces a ce debat. Dans Ie cas de sujets
controverses comme la Iitterature haineuse, la
pornographie et Ie financement des cam-
pagnes, I'Etat devrait adopter un role de
parlementaire, utilisant ses pouvoirs pour
proteger ceux et celles qui ont des voix moins
fortes. L'adherence trop stricte aI'exigence
que Ie contenu du discours doit rester neutre
nuirait serieusement a la capacite de I'Etat
d'etre vu comme un ami de la Iiberte.
Freedom of speech has always been of great interest to constitutional lawyers
in the United States. Today is no exception. Although the issues have changed
- from the communist menace and subversion in the 1950s to recent debates
about pornography, hate speech and campaign finance - the divisions and
passions they arouse seem similar to those we have encountered in the past.
It is thus tempting to see the current free speech controversies as a replay of
the past, but my claim is that something much deeper and more significant is
occurring. Americans are being invited, indeed required, to re-examine the
nature of the state and to wonder whether it should play an active role in securing
freedom of speech.
• Sterling Professor of Law, Yale University. This essay builds on an argument that first
appeared in The Irony ofFree Speech. published by Harvard University Press in September
1996. Special thanks are owed to Patricia L. Cheng and Clifford J. Rosky for their
assistance.
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